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AMALIA E. MAULANA 
 
 
ASTRO: A SHORT JOURNEY PAY-TV IN INDONESIA 
 
 
Astro - Life Full of Colors 
 
At the end of 2006, the pay TV industry in Indonesia was shocked by the presence of 
new brand of pay-TV, Astro.  It seemed that the pay-TV market before was indifferent, 
and was beginning to immerge excitedly.  The aggressive entry of the new market player 
seemed to have its own impact for an industry. 
 
The Astro came with its tagline “Life is full of Colors”.  In the past, the old players in the 
pay TV seemed to be passive, without showing massive communication activity and 
educating market.  This entertainment business cake was only enjoyed by the small part 
of the society, which in fact was potential. 
 
The history of the Astro pay-TV in Indonesia was unique.  Start from the fascinating 
promotion at the beginning of its birth which gave spirit to the pay TV industry and their 
stakeholders for the emergence of the pay TV in Indonesia.  Half way they encountered a 
stumbling block.  People protested against their exclusive showing of the English League 
(EPL), it meant they could not enjoy the free-to-air TV program anymore.  They still 
could overcome this stumbling block.   
 
In fact the problem of the English League showing was not completely through yet.   The 
Astro was still trying to get ready internally and externally to overcome the bad impact as 
a result of the monopolized show activity.   
 
Unfortunately, what more was there to say, a new problem appeared, this time the 
problem was more serious.  There was an internal schism in the Indonesian Astro.  There 
was disagreement between the Astro brand owner in Malaysia and the shareholders in 
Indonesia (the Lippo Group) that could not be solved resulting the PT Direct Vision to go 
bankrupt.  Officially, on October 20, 2008, the Astro pay TV show was ended.  This was 
the end of the short story (31 months), it was a brand with a big potential which was 
liquidated prematurely. 
 
 
Nusantara Astro 
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Nusantara Astro was a pay TV which had been operated by PT Direct Vision since 
February 28, 2006, a Joint Venture between the Astro All Asia Networks Plc with PT First 
Media Tbk, a subsidiary company of Lippo Group.  There were 48 different channels and 
5 local channels produced and shown exclusively by the Astro, i.e. Aruna Astro, Ceria 
Astro, Awani Astro, Kirana Astro and Astro.   
 
The Astro TV is a media group originally from Malaysia where the main business was in 
the field of pay TV and commercial radio services, while the Nusantara Astro was 
subscribed multi channel satellite TV services in Indonesia.  The target marketing regions 
were Sumatra, Java, and Bali.   
 
The Nusantara Astro was operated by a company called PT Direct Vision established on 
February 28, 2006.  This company was owned by Astro All Asia Networks plc (2o%), 
which also operated satellite TV service called Astro in Malaysia and Brunei, and PT 
Broadband Multimedia ( a part of Lippo Group which also operated Cablevision).   
 
The Astro TV subscribed television had 48 channels consisting of Citta package, Arena 
package, Cinema package, and dynasty package.  The Citta package was a subscribed 
basic package which consisted of children channel, science, news, entertainment, music, 
film and terrestrial TV.  There were 5 Astro TV production channels in that package:   
 
Astro Ceria       :  (special channel for kids segment) 
Astro Aruna      : (special Indonesian sinetron channel for women segmen) 
Astro Kirana     : (special channel for non Holly-wood film fans) 
Astro Xpresi      : (channel for Indonesian youth lifestyle and infotainment, 
                            information and entertainment). 
Astro Awani      : (special channel for information and lifestyle). 
 
Three out of the five channels: Astro Ceria, Astro Kirana, and Astro Aruna, had been 
exported to Malaysia and Brunei since September 1, 2006.  These 5 own production 
channels excelled the other pay TV operators. 
  
 
The Industry Background 
 
The TV Industry  
 
The television presentation nowadays was in fact only one of the so many entertainment 
choices for the audience.  Besides watching TV, the people also went to the concert, 
went to the mall with family or friends, watched DVD or went to the movies, even some 
activities at the internet would become their choice to kill the time for their enjoyment. 
 
With the increasing number of televisions in Indonesia, this would also decrease their 
number of the viewers.  Showered by different kinds of programs and channels, the 
consumers were becoming picky or choosy.  The television stations had be smart to 
interpret the wish of its viewers to suit their preferred programs. 
 
At the beginning of the year 2000, the TV industry in Indonesia experienced a very 
dramatic development. The government had widely opened the TV channel license .  
Now there were at least 8 national TV stations :  RCTI. Trans TV, TVOne, SCTV, ANTV, 
INDOSIAR, Trans 7, TPI, and MetroTV.  There also appeared so many regional or local 
TVs in almost big cities, such as :  Bali TV in  Bali, Makasar TV in Sulawesi, PKTV in east 
Kalimantan, JTV and Malang TV in east Java, Lampung TV in Sumatra. JakTV and O-
channel in Jakarta, Banten TV in west Java.   
 
To maintain their competitive situation, several TV stations had done rebranding –
repositioning, even mergers among the TV stations had happened.  TVOne, for example, 
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was a big transformation from the previous LATivi station.  Some pressures in the market 
made the TV station consolidate and sharpen their market strategy, to look for the right 
segment and choose a certain positioning.   
 
The following table was a summary of a marketing strategy from several  main TV 
stations1 
 
Table 1.  Comparison of several Free-to-air TVs 
 
TV Station Remark Positioning Target 
segment 
RCTI Pioneer in 
Indonesian’s 
television 
broadcasting, and 
become the top of 
mind station in 
Indonesia. 
TV for 
everybody 
 
SES CDE, 
Family, 
 
Metro TV Establish in years 
2000. Pioneer in 
news TV 
Extensive and 
Updated News 
TV  
SES AB, and 
everybody 
who demand 
a high quality 
and update 
information 
Trans TV The most preferable 
television station in 
Indonesia (SWA) 
Entertainment 
channel, Hip, 
fun, young, 
creative 
 
Young or 
young 
hearted 
person, 
dynamic and 
creative 
professional 
TPI Change their position 
from education TV to 
a more general TV 
TV for a lower 
class in 
Indonesia, often 
being perceived 
as “TV Dangdut” 
SES CDE,  
mostly labor. 
 
 
TV Presentation and its problems 
 
The growth of the local and national TV stations (that people could watch free of charge or 
also called free to air – FTA)  was not followed by the improvement of the various shows 
they presented.  The local TV operators were offering almost similar shows in all of their 
programs.  In other words, the more the number of TV stations and their various programs 
was not straightly proportional to the public satisfaction level towards their  presentation.   
 
This made the viewers feel that they did not have any other types of performance they 
could enjoy and they had to watch the available programs.  Lots of complaints came up 
about the shows were full of physical , social and psychological violence, and also SARA 
factor ( pertaining to ethnic, religious, racial. and inter group relations ),  certain social 
group harassment , children abuse and far from religious  and social norms.  Some of the 
parents complained because the program on TV was made according to their whims, and  
very commercially oriented. Without thinking about the impact of the programs they  
presented. 
                                                          
1 Haryanto, D., Racmawati, L., Jassin, L Amarini and Rachmawati ,E. 2007 Evaluation and Recommendation for 
O’Channel TV Performance, Group Field Project, IPMI Business School. 
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The arrival of the pay TV as an alternative 
 
In such a situation  theAstro appeared  as a solution.  The shows they presented   gave a 
new dimension and alternative to the TV viewers. Especially for the parents who were t2oo 
busy in deciding which TV programs were allowed to be watched and which ones were not, 
so the arrival of Astro pays TV was a solution. 
 
Another condition was the more improved information technology nowadays caused, the 
people want another type of information from overseas either in the form of news 
presentation or entertainment.  The need for broader information in this case was the show 
of TV station abroad, so it would give freedom to the viewers to have more choices of TV 
shows.   
 
The arrival of  pay TV operators in Indonesia gave a new alternative to the viewers to 
choose interesting programs.  Several premium channels or pay TV in Indonesia, were 
divided into 6 types, i.e. art and entertainment (MTV, fashion TV, El Entertainment,  
StarWorld, and V channel), sports (ESPN, Star Sports,  and Euro Sports), film (HBO, Star 
Movies, and Cinemas), news (CNN, BBC, ABC, and NHK),  science (Discovery Channel, Nat 
Geo, and Animal Planet), Children (Playhouse Disney, Disney Channel, Cartoon Networks, 
and Nickledeon.). 
 
Unfortunately, they had never worked on this pay TV market seriously yet.  The number of 
viewers was still very low compared to their potential. 
 
According to Rudy Tanoesoedibjo,  Indovision CEO,  the pay TV customer potential market 
(either cable or satellite) was 12 million people. Around 22% of the total  54  million 
housing TV owners in Indonesia at this moment 2,3  While the number of  the pay TV 
customers in Indonesia up to December 2007 was still less than 500,000 customers.  The 
complete description was in Exhibit 1.  In the first 3 months, the number of the pay TV 
customers was estimated to have reached 792.300. 
 
 
Pay TV Market Competition in Indonesia 
 
The pay TV was known as the cable TV  (the cable television), it was first introduced in the 
United States of America in 1948  and then became a subscribed service a year later.  The 
subscribed cable TV in America had become very widely used, and had reached almost 
60% of the total population.  As a comparison, in Indonesia its penetration was still 1 % 
less than the total population.   
 
Many media observers said that even though the penetration of the pay V in Indonesia was 
still considered low compared to that of the other Asian countries, the annual market 
growth was still big enough.  This industry would keep on growing in several years to come 
along with the consumers’ need and the technology development.   
 
The pay TV market in Indonesia was still wide open.  Only since the arrival of this Cable 
TV, no one had worked on it seriously.  Lately, since the arrival of Astro with a lot of 
programs and their intensive communication, the old brand players had started to get 
awake  and  had activated  their marketing more actively.  It was not surprising if each 
operator had applied different kinds of excellent strategies to attract as many customers as 
                                                          
 
2 www.antara.co.id./arc/2007//12/18/sejumuah-pemain-baru-tv-bersaing-rebut-pasar/ 
3 www.kompas.kom/kompascetak.php/read/xml/2006/04/27/01211575/riuhnya.persaingan.televisi. 
4  www.bisnis.com/07/05/2008Indovision dominasi pasar Tvberbayar.      
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possible. Some of the subscribed TV operators had offered different packages with 
reasonable prices, a discount of several months, free decoders etc.     
 
Besides Astro, there were also four other big players in this industry: Indovision (54%), 
First Media (19%), Telkomvision (5%), and IM2.  The different services of the program 
components of each pay TV were summarized in a table and presented in Exhibit … 
 
 
Three Astro pay TV competitors would be discussed in the 
following 
 
Indovision 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Indovision  was one of the pay TV pioneers in Indonesia, owned by PT MNC  Skyvision.  
The supporting technology was sophisticated enough, that was by using S-band frequency.  
In their communication advertisement,  Indovision  claimed that their TV transmission was 
not disturbed by the weather disturbances ( where this was still a weakness of the Astro 
pay TV which was using  KU frequency with lower technology).  
 
Besides, Indovision also had some superior channels  which were not owned by other pay 
TV like Vision 1 (sports channel), Vision 2 (drama channel), Baby – TV and Cbeebies. 
 
Dhini W. Prayogo, Marketing GM of PT MNC, Skyvision  admited that the Indovision pay TV  
had not executed the optimal marketing in their first ten years of their existence in 
Indonesia.  One of the reasons was the high cost of the device that had to be owned by 
the consumers to enjoy the pay TV transmission. 5 
 
Nowadays, the Indovision gave more priority to the customer’s satisfaction by continuously 
improving its content.  Moreover the new customer was free of  hardware payment, so the 
barrier  of becoming a customer became lower.  In this case the emphasis was not on the 
equipment’s purchase but on subscription’s commitment .for at least one year in order to 
be free of penalty.   
 
First  Media               
                
       
 
 
           
 
 
 First Media had services which could be categorized as the most complete compared  to 
the other pay TVs.  There were three production categories in Indonesia : Broad- band 
Internet Services (FastNet), Pay Television (Cable Vision) and Data Communication Solution 
Services 
 
                                                          
5 www.bisnis.com/07/05/2008indovision dominasi pasar TV berbayar  
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TelcomVision 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TelkomVision was a pay TV owned by PT Indonusa  Telemedia “TelkomVision”, established 
on May 7, 1997, began operation in 1999.  At the beginning, the share-   holders of PT 
TelkomVision  were :  
 
(1)  PT Telekumunikasi Indonesia (Telkom),  
(2) PT Telkomindo Primabhakti (Megacell),  
(3) PT Rajawali Citra Televisi Indonesia (RCTI), and  
(4) PT Datakom Asia (Datakom Asia).  Since 2003,  
 Telkom had become the biggest share- holder with 99% shares, the rest was owned by 
Datakom.   
 
 This pay TV operator covered quite a wide area for the analog cable TV :  Jakarta, 
Bandung, Semarang, Bali and Surabaya.  Telkom Vision had different channels in each city.  
While only just in Jakarta, Bandung and Surabaya the digital cable TV had been used.  In 
the meantime, Telkom Vision also provided satellite Services which could reach all areas in 
Indonesia with 11 distribution areas.  The satellite being used was Telkom Satellite 1 C-
band. 
 
 
Severe competition among Pay TV Players 
 
In a category product which still had a high difficulty level in the market penetration, each 
player inside should  try to improve the needs of the non  users, in order to create the need 
for this new category.  For the pay TV industry, the real competition context was still in the 
category level that was how to convince the non users that the pay TV was a valuable offer 
and a solution to the inconvenience and the uninteresting free-to-air TV show which still 
dominated the entertainment world. 
 
 Unfortunately, the severe battle just happened among the pay TV players.  And this was 
not healthy because as a whole this would lower the non users level of interest towards the 
pay TV product category.  As an example, Indecision which intensively attacked Astro by 
explaining that their product with higher sophisticated technology remained good in its 
transmission quality in spite of the rain.    
 
Besides that, there was also marking down prices competition.  The important thing was to 
get as many customers as possible.  One thing they forgot was together to lay the basis for 
the unity and to try to give reasons to the non users to glance at pay TV as a family 
entertainment alternative, far from the low quality shows which were showering in free-to-
air TV day by day.    
     
The three big operators which frequently appeared fighting in the price market: 
they were: Indovision, Cable Vision, and Astro, they fixed the  standard package price of Rp 
150,000 to Rp 200,000 per month.  CableVision packaged its cable TV services with the 
internet access of Rp 650,000 monthly.  Also PT Indosat Mega Media (IM2) fixed the price 
of Rp 500,000 per month for Cable TV and internet with 384 kbps (kilobyte per second).  
The internet access was also used as special deadly weapon for influencing the new 
customers and to switch the customers who have subscribed to other pay TV. 
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English Premier League (E P L), An Astro exclusive presentation 
 
Another breakthrough made by PT Direct Vision (Astro TV) in the process of winning the 
fierce fight was by purchasing the English League Transmission right or was known as 
English Premier League exclusively for 3 coming seasons. With the purchase of the 
transmission right, the English League lovers in Indonesia were supposed to be ready to 
pay a certain amount of subscription fee in order to keep enjoying the program. 
 
The English League was one of the football presentations with the biggest number of fans 
in Indonesia.  Even though in fact there were still other choices of world leagues such as 
the Italian League, the Spanish League, the Dutch League, the Indonesian League, and the 
Champions League.  The Astro TV decision to buy the English League transmission right 
has created people’s positive and negative reaction.  For the Astro TV itself, the arrival of 
the English League presentation is proved to bring a big jump in the new customers (new 
subscribers) from 80,000 subscribers before the English League’s arrival to about 160,000 
at the end of 2007.6 
 
The EPL Tender Process 
 
As an illustration, the EPL tender process of the transmission right found in the internet’ 
sources and has been summarized where the process of PT Direct Vision in securing the 
EPL transmission right originated from their holding company centered in Malaysia.  The 
Direct Vision Representative explained that the holder of the English League transmission 
right for the bigger part of Asian region including Malaysia, Indonesia, South Korea, North 
Korea, Brunei, the Philippine, Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, Vietnam, Taiwan and Macao are 
ESPN STAR SPORTS (ESS), The ESS itself got the transmission right through the open 
auction which is conducted by FAPL as the main owner of the English League transmission 
right from 2,000 to 2,010.    
 
In this open auction, several Indonesian operators also took part in order to get the 
transmission right in Indonesia.  However, since the price offered was very expensive and 
the tender was for the transmission right of all Asia, so the winner was ESPN STAR SPORTS 
(ESS).  Astro All Asia Network as holding of Astro TV in Indonesia then approached ESS 
which was a joint venture company between Walt Disney (ESON Inc.) and News 
Corporation  Limited (STAR).  Finally, the holding Astro TV 
Expressed that Astro TV in Indonesia could accept the English League transmission to be 
transmitted in Indonesia.   
 
The Problems Emerged   
 
The problems appeared from the English League fans who felt cheated because they could 
not watch their favorite team’s match free of charge as before.  They thought that Astro TV 
had unfairly been taken advantage of by using English League’s popularity and indirectly 
forced them to become their customers.  Now to watch the English League program, they 
had to spend around Rp 200,000 monthly as Astro TV subscription fee. 
 
On one side, the English League program seemed to increase the number of Astro TV new 
customers significantly.  On the other hand, the purchase of English League transmission 
right by Astro turned out to give a negative impact originated from the English League 
fans.   
                                                          
6 http//www.gatra.com 
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The reaction concerning Astro TV with their exclusive transmission right of  English League 
has become an interesting topic of discussion in almost all media.  Unfortunately, most of 
all the discussion was not in favor of Astro TV.  There were lots of complaints, criticism, 
and even cursing directed towards Astro TV as a sign of  their disappointment through 
different media publicized  by the public themselves   This media is known as Consumer 
Generated Media (CGM).   
 
Consumer Generated Media (CGM)7  was a media where consumers could express their 
ideas, from consumer to consumer through online media.  They discuss especially on   their 
experience in the interaction with the product, or generally the social- political problems.  
Blog, mailing list, e-forum and product study situs were examples of CGM. 
 
In the blog, generally, the readers’ comment was direct transmitting.  The general mailing 
list, the members tended to be allowed to write any comments.  In the product study sites, 
the consumers described the product from their own point of view without the producers’ 
involvement.    In the e-forum provided by different sites, the moderator was not too strict 
in selecting the incoming messages.  Several printing media sites even opened themselves 
by featuring all the readers’ responses against the writing which was officially featured.  
This was a new phenomenon which had to be wisely 8faced by the company and the make 
manager.8 
                                                                                              
Initially, all news, good and bad, was handled by the journalist in the formal media.  
Therefore the function of the company public relation manager was considered very crucial 
in the development of good relation with the journalists in the media.  The negative cases 
involving the name of the company especially the one directly related to the consumers, 
such as customers’ complaint that could quickly be dealt with .if the public relation 
manager was flexible enough in handling the news through his good relationship with the 
media9. 
 
The difficulty was that nowadays the flow of the imposing news was not in the hands of the 
formal media journalists anymore, but in the consumers’ hands.  CGM was one of the forms 
of word of mouth (WOM) communication.  With the help of the technology advancement, 
the proliferation process or news multiplication through CGM was the fastest compared to 
other WOM types10. 
 
The CGM main advantage was from the point of view of its high credibility in the audience 
eye sight, was different from the writing in the formal media which was often considered 
being in favor of a certain interest.  This condition also had a positive effect towards a 
company if the multiplication of its information about the product activity and the company.  
On the contrary this media could become a threat whenever there was bad news about the 
product or the company where a public relation manager’s effort to publicize this news 
from the company’s point of view which often could not beat the power of the CGM news 
multiplication in the illusion world .when its news was against  the company’s.11 
 
In connection with the Astro and EPL issue, this CGM could become a boomerang in itself 
for Astro brand establishment which was being in a critical phase.  As a matter of fact the 
EPL being towed aiming at market penetration, and improving brand image, would just 
disturb the positive and negative association.  The Astro brand awareness that should have 
begun from the positive and credible awareness could have the opposite result.  The name 
                                                          
7 Blackshaw, P and Nazzaro, M 2006, Consumer Generated Media CGM 101, Word of Mouth in the age of the Web 
Fortified Consumer, A Nielsen BuzzMetrics. 
 
8,9,10,11 Maulana, A.E. 2007, Consumer Generated Media : Peluang atau Tantangan . Majalah SWA 
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of Astro was first known by its target audience just because of its negative emotional 
involvement.  This was dangerous for the establishment process of a solid  brand.   
 
 
The Stakeholders Feedback on EPL through the Netnography Study  
 
To find out and see how far the impact of EPL Issue towards brand image of Astro TV was, 
a study of Nethnography was implemented. This study was carried out by three students of 
MM Strategic Marketing, Binus Business School, i.e. Yusman Novianto, Budi Darmadi  and 
Adam Haris, at the beginning of 200812    
 
The research method chosen was contemporary method known as netnography.  This 
method was one of the ethnography technical researches done through internet media.  
The Ethnography was a study of consumers’ behavior directly from their source and daily 
activity.   
 
The ethnography method was much used in the context of social and cultural research.  
Even  lately, it had been applied commercially in the marketing field,  in order to deepen 
and understand the consumers’ perception and aspiration towards the product and / or its 
advertisement communication .  The Apple’s sophisticated products like i-Pod and i-Phone 
were output examples of the successful ethnographic method in the market.   
 
Netrography was an online ethnographic study.  Observations could be done in the mailing 
list discussions which were followed by more deeply exploration through online chatting 
with the respondents.  This was the research technique done in ethnographic study to find 
out more seriously the feedback of different kinds of Astro TV stakeholders.   
 
The following was the excerpt of that study divided based on each stakeholder’s feedback. 
 
The EPL Fans Feedback        
                                    
It had been concluded from different kinds of directions that there were some important 
negative issues discussed, among others were:  the issues of monopoly, nationalism, and 
that EPL was no longer free of charge.   
 
Monopoly Issue 
  
An Unopened Tender   
 
Some of the consumers regarded that Astro TV got its EPL transmission right through 
unopened tender.  This happened because the consumers in Indonesia,   were not fully 
aware of the existing tender process.  They did not care of the tender process, though they 
very much cared of the free transmission because so far they could watch the EPL free of 
charge through the local TV transmission 
 
Besides, some of the perception said the owner of BskyB also owned ESS so it would cause 
a perception that there was an unopened tender to get an EPL Trans mission right.  This 
was a blogger’s comment named Kharisma:14 
 
  “In spite of the fact that ESS “has sold” the transmission right to Astro   seemingly not 
through an opened process until the very last minute another operator also did not know 
that limitation.  It was then discovered that there was “a game” between ESS and Astro for 
the EPL transmission right where KPPU should have handled this problem.” 
                                                          
12 Novianto, Y., Darmadi, B, dan Haris, A, 2008. Dampak Tayangan Ekslusif Liga Inggris terhadap Brand Image Astro 
TV. Group Field Project, MM Strategic Marketing, Binus Business School. 
14 Marketing-club@yahoogroups.com 
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 No Business Ethics  
 
This perception appeared because the steps implemented by the Astro TV did not base on 
the understanding of the business ethics where in this case they were forcing the people to 
subscribe.   A blogger’s comment  by the name of DucatiMonster :15  
 
“ ….Astro took a “ fair” short cut according to the trade law, but was not “fair” according to 
the business ethics and was very disgusting according to the moral ethics.  By directly 
taking the EPL transmission right from ESPN,  they force the Indo Vision customers, Telkom 
Vision and Cable Vision which were the English League maniacs to subscribe to  Astro 
Nusantara …” 
 
Not Sharing the Transmission 
 
This perception came up for some of the people believed that the Astro TV was not quite 
ready to share their EPL transmission with the local TV stations so the people could watch  
free of charge programs as they had been  used to.  A comment from bloggers named 
Denias and Suyitno: 16 
 
“….please share the transmission right, Indonesia is not occupied by rich people who can 
afford to subscribe to Astro, so please give the right to the not very rich people to enjoy the 
entertainment like EPL.   
 
“From the bottom of my heart I wish Astro would share the transmission right with the 
local TV (such as Trans 7), May God Send you to heaven.”         
 
Forced to subscribe to Astro TV. 
 
This perception appeared because it was regarded that the Astro TV strategy was only to 
increase the number of their customers in the shortest possible time where for those who 
wanted to watch EPL transmission had to become the Astro TV subscribers even though in 
fact they did not wish to subscribe to Astro TV, so it seemed to be a compulsory.   
 
Nationalism Issue 
 
Snatching Happiness 
 
This perception appeared that only in the Astro TV EPL was available, they could not watch 
EPL free transmission like they used to This case also made the feeling of nationalism 
because it was the same as colonization.  This was the bloggers’ comment named Unyil and 
Joko Kobel:17 
 
“……yesss, Astro snatched the happiness of millions of people in Indonesia……” 
 
“This can not be left alone! It is too much! How can I survive without the English League 
on week-end especially when I have fallen head over heel in love with Manheester United 
since my elementary school year, and now there is certain stupid group who will stop EPL 
transmission in our TV. It is indeed a DAMNED and WITHOUT INNER HEART those who 
have the heart to monopolize the people’s enjoyment for the sake of their abundant profit.  
For the fans of Liverpool, Chelsea, Arsenal and friends, although we are competing in the 
champion league title, but let us now hand in  hand to protest the Astro’s CURSED decision 
and let us retake our EPL in our television.  Common move!  Take back our right !” 
 
                                                          
15 http//jalansutra.com/2007 
16 http//jalansutra.com/2007 
17 http//mymediablogs.com 
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Or there is a comment from a blogger named Fliahlit: 18 
 “…...In other words Astro has just snatched the cheerfulness from their lives….” 
 
Dominating Indonesia 
 
This perception appeared because of the relationship between Malaysia and Indonesia was 
not in favorable condition where there was an assumption that Malaysia wanted to make a 
confrontation with Indonesia and this EPL transmission was one of the types. A comment 
from a blogger named “wong ndeso” (the bumpkin).19 
 
The monopoly action is a form of colonialism that give many people a  hard time. who also 
have undergone lots of disasters and miseries.” 
 
A comment from Lucky Dj:20  
 
“I think Astro has continued their colonialism by monopolizing the transmission right (an act 
of deception, muzzling knowledge)” 
 
The Malaysian Cunning Strategy 
 
This perception was also caused by assumption that Malaysia applied different kinds of 
ways to dominate Indonesia.  A comment by a blogger named Koyan The Great:21 
 
“Isn’t that what Malaysia wants!!!!  To squander money from Indonesia and “colonize 
Indonesia”  It  would be good if we were “awaken” with the new model of colonialism from 
our beloved neighbor MALAYSIA……” 
 
Supporting Indonesian Pay TV 
 
This perception appeared from those who considered that this strategy was damaging 
other pay TVs because of the nationalism spirit for defending domestic companies 
compared to the ones from Malaysia. Tthe Astro TV is one of the pay TV industries which 
originated from outside of the country.  A comment from a blogger named Zinkmaster : 22  
 
“Actually the most effective way to increase the number of customers is by improving the 
service quality.  Not by way of “Money Talks”, for this reason, let’s boycott Astro TV by  
subscribing to other pay TVs (Indovision, Cable vision ,Mega Vision Telkom Vison).” 
 
- Issue that EPL is no longer Free of Charge 
 
* Unfamiliar with Indonesia 
 
This perception appeared that at the present moment the Indonesian people still were not 
too familiar with the foreign pay TV industry business strategy where they had to pay to 
become a member.  A comment from a blogger named EPL Indonesia Fans: 23 
 
“I believe that getting money from the Indonesian people’s misery is indeed cruel and 
inhuman.” 
 
“The Indonesians are not used to having subscribed pay TV like those overseas.   It is 
better to spend the money for rice instead of pay TV.” 
                                                          
18 http//jalansutra.com                             
19http //mymedia blogs.com   
20 http//jalansutra.com. 
21 http//jalansutra.com 
22 http//mymediablogs.com 
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* Only the haves can become subscribers 
 
The perception appeared because they believed that the pay TV was only for the rich 
people not well distributed as it used to be when they could enjoy watching EPL without 
any charge.  A comment from a blogger named EPL Indonesia Fans: 24  
 
“EPL became luxurious necessity (tertiary) and only a small group of people of this beloved 
country could enjoy.” 
 
Or another comment from a “rich man”: “The poor man is not worth watching the English 
League, only the rich one is.” 
 
* Too expensive. 
 
This perception was almost the same as the one above, they only considered that the 
figure being offered was too high, they only wanted to watch EPL transmission not the 
others.  Another blogger’s comment called Ginting:  25 
 
“ ……we have to pay Rp 200,000 to watch English Leage, it’s too expensive….. How come 
we are forced to watch other channels, too…we only want to watch a football.   
 
* No social responsibility 
 
This perception appeared because the EPL could not be viewed free of charge anymore 
while if it was transmitted by the local TV stations, it could be viewed  free of charge as 
copied from Didi  Rasjid, 26  
 
“The English League transmission right should not have been given to Astro, it should have 
been given to other private televisions which have  social responsibilities, one of them is 
giving free show to the people.” 
 
- The Positive Side 
 
As a matter of fact not all the study results referred to the negative issues because there 
were still some of the feedbacks which said  they understood  and  could see them from 
their business side. 
 
The Proper Business 
 
* The tender winner 
 
This perception appeared from those who could understand the tender process obtained by 
the Astro TV as the tender winner.  This was a blogger’s comment named Haryadi 
Wahyu:27   
 
“In my opinion it is legal if it is only Astro who owns EPL transmission right, evidently they 
are able to pay the fee (tender winner).  There are of course aware that there are lots of 
EPL fanatics compared to that of the other leagues.  And they definitely use this as their 
power to increase the number of their customers 
 
                                                          
24 http//jalansutra.com 
25 http//mymedisblogs.com 
26 www.detiksport.com,Premiership di Astro, TV local dipertanyakan, Senin, 6 Agustus, 2007 
27 marketing –club@yahoogroups.com  
28 marketing-club@yahoogroups.com  
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* A Good Business Strategy 
 
This perception appeared from those who could understand the tender process obtained 
from the Astro TV as one of the good enough business strategy to increase the brand 
awareness and the number of customers in a short time. A comment from a blogger named 
Rudy Walalangi.28 
 
“Business wise, Astro’s action to “monopolize” EPL is in fact a natural action.  This is a 
clever step in improving business and increasing the number of customers. 
 
The Government Related Feedback. 
 
 Depkominfo was not proactive 
                                                                           
This perception appeared because they believed that the Depkominfo (The department of 
Communication and Information) could have done an action to ;prevent EPL transmission 
which only could be watched by the Astro TV customers.  As a part of the government or 
regulator, Deokominfo could have taken a side of the people’s interest with a larger scale.  
A blogger nsmed Mng’s comment: 
 
“The minister of Communication ad Information and the minister of Youth  and  Sport 
should have talked to and asked Astro not to monopolize the  EPL transmission which is the 
favorite of most of the Indonesian people.   
 
Violating the Law of Monopoly 
 
This perception appeared because they thought that yhe Astro TV had done monopoly 
practice in Indonesia. 
 
“Well, what about the Indonesian government? Isn’t there any effort against this kind of a 
monopoly which obviously violates the law of the monopoly?  ASTRO belongs to Malaysia, 
but Goodness it can mess up the Indonesian TV market at their will.?!”  
 
No Government Role        
 
This perception appeared because they thought that the government should have been 
able to have a role to regulate the EPL transmission right in Indonesia or at least to divide 
the EPL transmission right to other local TVs.  A comment from a blogger named Benny: 30  
 
“……in this case (EPL transmission right) the Indonesian government role ……not quite 
understand the situation and condition and not responsive…..” 
 
There are still other Leagues 
 
This perception appeared from those people who knew that there were still other free 
football shows besides EPL such as the Italian League or the Spanish League transmitted 
freely in the local TV stations.  As a matter of fact they very much prefer EPL transmission 
which has suitable transmission time that is on Saturday or Sunday and the transmission 
hour is not too late at night and it has higher entertainment value than the other leagues.  
A comment from a blogger name Ken:31 
 
“Fortunately I am one of Jufentus fans, so common for the Juventini, let’s have parties the 
year round to watch the Italian League free of charge.” 
 
                                                          
 
29http//mymediablogs.com 
30 http//jalansutra.com 
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Or another comment from EW: 32      
 
“Fortunately, I am La Liga fan, I am not too worried like EPL fans. 
 
Online Chatting Interview 
 
The result of the issue mapping obtained from the content analysis of the different media in 
the internet written above, has been validated by the findings which were more or less the 
same as the result of the interview with different circles that was the new Astro customers 
who just joined due to the EPL and the Astro distribution retailer side.  
 
There was interesting and additional information obtained after this interview was 
conducted, that was a confession from the new Astro customers who confessed that their 
joining to Astro was just only because of compulsion.  Meaning that it had been formed a 
pseudo loyalty which was very unstable.   
 
The supporting data of a pseud loyalty: 
 
Pay TV switching Subscription (Switching) 
 
If the EPL transmission right was not in Astro TV, so the respondents would switch 
(switching) to other TV stations which got EPL transmission right.  This emphasized that 
there was no loyalty towards A TV station but towards its programs.  Just as an example, 
one of the respondents named Mr. DH, 30 years, a bank employee, said: 
 
  “I will move from Astro TV if they no longer have the EPL transmission right.  What is 
the use of paying something if there is nothing for me to enjoy exclusively where not 
all people can enjoy.  Films can be viewed in any TV, but if they are not showing EFL, 
I will look for any TV which will show it. 
 
Bad Transmission Quality 
 
According to the respondents that one of the main reasons why the EPL was no longer 
transmitted in th Astro TV was the bad transmission quality.  As an example one of the 
respondents named Mr. AS, 31 a private employee said: 
 
“The transmission quality and the decoder performance in giving Information is very 
minimal, for example, in Indo vision I can see the program schedule on television and 
order the programs several Days or hours ahead of time, but not in Astro TV 2 or 3.” Or 
another respondent named Mr. HM, 31 years, a private 
             
Employee said: 
 
“EPL is one of he reasons I subscribe to Astro TV although when the weather is bad I 
feel a little depressed because I often miss the signal. 
 
 
The  final  Short  Account  of Astro  Brand  in Indonesia 
 
The following was a short message sent by PY Direct Vision Indonesia to all Astro 
customers, approximately 100,000 -   the newspaper, website, and cellular phone. 
 
“Sorry the Astro transmission is temporarily ended until further notice.  Those who 
have paid advance payment will be notified for refund process. 
Info: www.diretvisiontv.com 021 – 25527876”. 
                                                          
31 http//mymrdiablogs.com 
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This was the end of a brand life.  It was very regrettable that the brand which was 
potential enough  like Astro should end in such a manner which were not alt all related   
with  the product performance and services.  In fact the building brand   
process and its ins and outs  was still going on.  Whether they liked it or not the Astro 
customers should accept to miss their pay TV transmitter for the rest of their lives. 
 
The background of Astro brand final account was as follows:  In the middle the year  of 
2008 commercial dispute between Astro all Asia network and the Lippo group as its local 
partner occurred.  The joint venture which its cooperation had been consolidated before 
became inconclusive  and this caused the failure of the services and support payment 
which PT Direct Vision had already spent for th Astro brand owner for the past two years.   
 
As a result, PT DV had no more right to use the name of Astro beginning October  19, 2008 
(This was done after the extension on September 30, 2008).  With regard to this matter 
Astro All Asia Network was fined in the amount  0f  Rp 2.5 trillion (US 250 million). 
 
Out of this mess, There was a new PT which took advantage from the unfavorable 
condition, that  was PT Karya Megah Adijaya  (KMA) by launching a new pay TV entitled 
AORA TV, a company whose share  majority owned by Rini Mariani Soemarno.  This KMA 
became  the Astro’s new partner.  The profit that KMA directly obtained. Including the 
spontaneous switching  of  the old Astro customer who wanted to continue watching the 
EPL  transmission taken over by AORA TV. 
 
The brand that KMA was using could be called as Astro Nusantara acronym.  Like the 
previous Astro brand,  AORA TV would also use Malaysian satellite, MEASAT-3 using KU- 
Band frequency. 
 
How was the pay TV industry after  the aggressive player Astro left ?  This should be faced 
with a proper attitude.  The other pay TV players. should be ready to take an initiative to 
continue the market education process that was set up by Asteo,  Not just taking the 
market captive of the floating Astro customers only, but also consciously continued 
penetrating to the market segment of non pay TV users who had not been taken care of 
properly.  Here came the challenge. 
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Exhibits 
 
Exhibit 1.  Illustration of Pay TV Potential Market in Indonesia 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sources: analysed from www.seputar-indonesia.com/edisicetak/ekonomi-bisnis/pasar-tv-
berbayar-masih-besar  (December 2000) 
 
22% 
Number of Household TV owners * 
(54 million) 
Pay TV Subscribers* 
     (d)  
(500 thou) 
Potential Pay TV Subscribers * 
(11,5  million) 
Pay TV* Potential market  * 
(12 million) 
Non Potential Pay TV  Market *  
(42  million) 
ASTRO* 
(160 thousand 
INDOVISION* 
(300  thousand) 
Others* 
(40  thousand) 
78% 22% 
4.2% 95.8% 
18% 60% 
1.3% 
32% 
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Exhibit 2. List of stations in Indonesia that can be received by subscribers of 
First Media, Indovision, Astro Nusantara, TelkomVision and IndosatM2 
(December 2007) 
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Exhibit 3.  Astro Pay TV  Player  Competitor Website 
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Exhibit 4.  Telcom  Vision   Advertisement 
 
 
 
 
 
Telcom  VISION           
Ini baru beda   =  That, what you call it a difference ! 
TV berlangganan prabayar pertama di Indonesia = The first subscribed pay TV in Indonesia 
Nonton Madona Bareng Keluarga =   Watching Madona with the Family 
Hanya 30 Ribu Rupiah  =  Only 30 Thousand Rupiahs  
Pilih programnya Beli Vouchernya = Choose the program / Buy the voucher  
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Exhibit 5. The Brand Building Analysis for the Consumers Category of the Astro 
TV subscribers 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The brand equity situation analysis on the Brand Building stage for non Astro TV customers 
including the switchers were as follows: 
 
1. Brand Salience / Brand Awareness 
 
According to the information as stated earlier, the number of  Astro TV customers before 
the EPL transmission in March 2007 was 80,000 customers and became around 160,000 
customers at the end of 2007.  It reflected that the EPL transmission in Astro TV increased 
the Brand Awareness  or the Brand Salience quite significantly.   
 
2. Brand Performance / Brand Knowledge 
 
 From the analysis result, this matter had close relation with the brand salience above 
where the consumers’ knowledge towards Astro TV brand was the EPL transmission, the 
most well liked Astro TV product, so the consumers regarded this transmission as a 
strategy of Astro TV to attract the consumers’ interest to subscribe to the Astro TV.  This 
became  the brand Astro TV characteristic.  Based on the EPL transmission. only available 
in Asteo TV, it could be said that in the stage of Brand Knowledge, Astro TV had a  quite 
good  level although at this stage it  was not as big as the one that of Brand Awareness.    
4. Relationship 
3. Response 
2. Meaning 
1. Identity 
4. Relationship 
3. Response 
2. Meaning 
1. Identity 
BRAND RESONANCE/ LOYALTY 
+ 
Pseudo Loyalty ( only loyal to  
EPL transmission) 
BRAND JUDGMENT/PREFERENCE 
++++ 
Precise business strategy. 
 Obt EPL trans rght Through 
tender  
Mempeoleh hak siar EPL melalui 
tender 
 
BRAND FEELING/CONVICTION 
++ 
 EPL trans rght not forever with  
Astro TV 
No interesting program except EPL 
 
BRAND PERFORMANCE/KNOWLEDGE 
+++  
- EPL is Astro TV’s most well liked product 
- Bad  picture quality  
 
BRAND IMAGERY/LIKING 
++  
one of the Malaysian strategies for dominating Indonesia 
BRAND SALIENCE 
+++++ 
There were 80 thou subscribers before March 2007 End of Dec 2007 there were almost 200 thousand subscribers 
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3. Brand  Imagery  /  Brand Liking 
 
Based on the observation result,  in general the consumers believed that the EPL in the 
Astro TV was one of the Malaysian tricky strategic forms in dominating Indonesia.  So it 
could be said that in this stage that the Astro TV had a bad level where the consumers had 
the not so good imagery relation with the unconducive relation between Malaysia and 
Indonesia.   
 
      4.  Brand Judgment  /  Brand  Preference   
 
Generally in this stage, the consumers were in the opinion that the Astro TV had snatched 
their free of charge EPL transmission right besides the influence or the impact of the un 
conducive  bilateral relationship between Indonesia and Malaysia.even the monopolized 
practice assumption towards the EPL transmission.  Besides another main thing is the non 
ethical assumption of action by the Astro TV in securing the EPL transmission right so that 
what in the consumers mind was the non ethical business form such as the assumption of 
monopoly, domination, etc.  We talked about people in general either for those the 
subscribed  pay TV (competitors) or that who did not (Free To Air), so it could be said that 
the Astro TV Brand Judgment was quite lousy.       
 
5. Brand Feeling / Brand Conviction 
 
In this stage, the consumers were not sure that the Astro TV was the best choice to 
subscribe to the pay TV.  They felt that if the EPL was not retransmitted in the Astro TV  
there would not be any more interesting programs. 
 
6. Brand  Resonance  /  Brand Loyalty 
 
From the analysis result of the secondary and primary data, the consumers were of the 
opinion that they were not interested in becoming the Astro TV customers because of the 
existing reasons in the Brand Judgment and the Brand Feeling stage.  It could be said In 
this condition that the Brand Building stage done by the Astro TV only reached a low  Brand 
Judgment and Brand Feeling stage so that it was too difficult for the consumers to enter 
the Brand Resonance stage. 
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Exhibit 6. Brand Building Analysis for Consumer Category of the Astro TV 
Subscribers 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Brand Building stage for the consumers category of the Astro TV subscribers including 
all switchers : 
 
1. Brand  Salience  /  Brand  Awareness 
 
In this stage, there was no difference with the previous consumers’ category, meaning that 
with this EPL existence the number of Astro TV subscribers had increased tremendously at 
the end of December 2007, either the new consumers or those who were doing switching 
so it showed that the Brand Awareness of the Astro TV were very good. 
 
2. Brand  Performance  /  Brand  Knowledge 
 
Keterangan : 
+         = very bad 
++       = Bad 
+++     = Fair 
++++   = Good 
+++++ = Very Good 
4. Relationship 
3. Response 
2. Meaning 
1. Identity 
BRAND RESONANCE/ 
LOYALTY 
+  
Only loyal to EPL transmision 
BRAND 
JUDGMENT/PREFERENCE 
++++ 
  - Precise Business Strategy 
   - obtained EPL right through 
    tender 
BRAND FEELING/CONVICTIO 
++ 
- Trans right is not forever 
with  Astro TV 
- No good program except 
EFL 
BRAND PERFORMANCE/KNOWLDGE 
+++ 
-  EFL most well liked product 
- Bad picture Quality 
 
BRAND IMAGERY/LIKING 
++  
One of Malaysian strategies to dominate 
Indonesia 
BRAND SALIENCE 
+++++ 
80 thou subscribers before March 2007. Almost 200 thou subscribers in end Dec 2007  
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This stage was similar to the previous consumer category meaning that this transmission 
was the Astro TV strategy  to attract  the consumers’ interest in subscribing to the Astro 
TV.  This was the characteristic of the Astro TC brand. 
 
However, those who had become the Astro TV subscribers had a perception that the 
picture quality of the transmission was still bad and very much depended on the weather, 
so this perception would give quite significant bad impact towards the Brand Astro TV 
because this was still an initial stage of the Brand Building.  Based on the EPL transmission 
analysis which only existed in the Astro TV, it could be said that in the Brand Performance 
/Knowledge stage, the Astro TV was in the medium level.   
 
                               
3. Brand  Imagery  /  Brand Liking 
 
In general, the consumers of this  category were also of the  same opinion as those of    
the previous category   that was one of the Malaysian  tricky strategy forms in dominating 
Indonesia. So it could be said in this stage that the Astro TV had a bad level where the 
consumers had a bad imagery related to the un conducive  relationship between Malaysia 
and Indonesia.   
 
4. Brand  Judgment  /  Brand  Preference 
 
In this stage, there was a difference in looking at the EPL case where this consumers 
category  could think more objectively compared to the previous one. They believed that 
obtaining the EPL transmission right was the Astro TV correct strategy as a pay TV station 
from Malaysia in the market penetration. Moreover they also believed that this was a pure 
business competition and not related to other perceptions like monopoly, nationalism etc. It 
could be said that this condition was good enough in the stage of Brand Judgment where 
generally they could first analyze the steps taken by theAstro TV. 
 
5. Brand  Feeling  /  Brand  Conviction 
 
Generally speaking, in this stage the consumer category was the same as the previous one. 
There was only one perception in the consumers’ mind that was the very bad transmission 
quality compared to the other pay TV services.  The main basic thing was that the 
transmission was much depended on the weather caused by the use of the satellite. 
Moreover the program form transmitted did not have self uniqueness so the consumers 
only paid attention to the EPL transmission. 
 
6. Brand  Resonance  /  Brand  Loyalty 
 
In this stage appeared the pseudo loyal perception towards Astro TV where they were only 
loyal to the EPL transmission and that was the reason why they subscribed to Astro TV.  If 
the Astro TV did not own the transmission right anymore, they would look for other 
television stations which showed the EPL programs.  It could be said that this brand 
condition was very bad for the Astro TV.                   
 
 
